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MITIGATING ORGANIZATIONAL RISK
It’s no secret, awareness of cloud computing’s
advantages are becoming more accepted and many
organizations are evaluating and adopting cloud
strategies in some shape or form. This is because the
benefits of cloud computing are difficult to ignore.
Organizations appreciate capex free computing, lower
costs, faster deployment, and on demand scaling. Yet,
security concerns often trump these benefits, requiring
organizations to adopt hybrid strategies to keep data
and critical information safe, creating a comfort level
amongst security and IT teams by mitigating security
risks.

Smart organizations recognize these challenges and
are mitigating security risks by adopting a ‘hybrid’
focused approach. This blends the inherent security
of an on premise and private cloud infrastructure
with the dynamic flexibility of a public cloud. A hybrid
infrastructure model gives the enterprise a perfect
opportunity to maintain strict security protocols
and test the capability of certain workloads in a
constrained environment, both critical elements to
consider when planning your cloud strategy.

ADDITIONAL HYBRID INFRASTRUCTURE ADVANTAGES INCLUDE:
Flexibility
You can choose which applications remain on prem while you move others to the cloud. Consider performance
requirements, cost containment measures, and important security needs when making these decisions.

Security (Where it Matters)
Compliance needs, corporate policies, and other security measures sometimes prevent an organization from
moving certain types of data or applications to a cloud environment. A well thought out hybrid configuration
allows interoperability and unified management across infrastructure and applications, ensuring
compliance with data security and privacy policies.

Disaster Recovery
Business needs don’t stop when system failure and disaster strikes. Opt for a solution which
considers resiliency, recovery, and contingency while making data and applications
accessible with little or no downtime. A hybrid environment provides data insurance
by replicating the data to a cloud solution in a different location to the primary
systems. Hybrid infrastructure resiliency and data protection features can
mitigate downtime and accelerate disaster recovery.

To the Cloud and Back
More often than not, organization operate bi-directionally between
cloud and on prem. For example, some applications within
the enterprise can originate in a public cloud (such as
AWS) and then migrate to a private cloud or on prem
infrastructure as volume or usage increase. This
allows for rapid initial launches and better cost
management and security over time.
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ADDRESSING YOUR CHALLENGES
The journey to the cloud is not an easy one-step
transition. In fact, the process of migrating application
and data to and from the cloud raises a comprehensive
set of challenges. How do organizations maintain
continuity without sacrificing security or value?

Migration effort and complexity
Migration of an application typically involves
numerous changes to security, networking,
access control and technical configuration. In
the absence of a singular process and tool for
maintaining these changes, the migration process
can be complex, error-prone and ultimately a
potential security vulnerability. Solutions purpose
built for specific applications often include
measures and functionality needed to mitigate
this challenge.

Expertise
Moving between infrastructure options can
involve changes in management tools and even
core OS platforms, requiring different skill sets
or retraining. Look for intelligent, purpose built
solutions when applying your infrastructure to
specific needs like addressing security or big data
platform deployment and management.

Unified View
Different instances of an application or platform
may be split across various infrastructure options
based on functional requirements, but still
require unified management. Look for solutions
that provide simplified, unified management
capabilities to help your team succeed.

THE GEMINI ENTERPRISE HYBRID
SOLUTION

Unified
Management

Solutions and
Integrations

Easy
Deployment

Secure OS
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Gemini Data provides a turnkey,
intelligent appliance that delivers
you speed, simplicity, and security.
With the Gemini Enterprise,
deploy Splunk in minutes and
provision Cloudera to launch
Hadoop clusters with a few clicks.
Gemini Enterprise is an intelligent
solution that grows and evolves
to support your infrastructure
roadmap every step of the way.
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BENEFITS:
DEPLOYMENT MODELS

Rapid Deployment
Deploy Splunk® in minutes, and in just a few
clicks, provision infrastructure needed to launch
Cloudera Manager and Hadoop Clusters.
Minimize the burden on IT Operations, saving
time and money.

Cloud
All Capabilities of the
On-premises Gemini
Appliance in the Cloud

Maximize Value
Leading technology applications
and integrations make teams
more efficient. Install and start
using in minutes.

Hybrid Solution
Simple, Unified
Managemnet Across
Cloud and On-Premises

Turnkey, No Ops Management
Focus on security and operational
intelligence, not infrastructure
management.

Optimized Infrastructure

On-Prem

Purpose built, secure hardware optimized for
your data platform includes direct, attached
high performance storage. Realize optimal
performance and IOPS.

Secure, Purpose Built
Gemini Appliance

Supports Hybrid Strategies
All features available on purpose built, secure
hardware or as a software appliance that runs
on AWS or VMM. Supports our users’ journey to
the cloud and back.

From on premises to cloud, Gemini Enterprise provides
you with a proven option to maintain simplicity
and security with a consistent interface and cluster
management capabilities, regardless of where your
data resides. Furthermore, Gemini Data’s Integration
Center contains easily accessible apps and connectors
to help you solve problems faster and improve security
situational awareness. For more information, or to
speak with a Gemini Data solution consultant, please
visit us at geminidata.com or email us at contact@
geminidata.com.

Gemini provides Continuous Data Analysis. We translate data into knowledge using machine reasoning. With Gemini Enterprise, gain enterprise knowledge
and awareness, accelerate analysis with AI, and simplify management of big data platforms. Designed for modern architectures, Gemini Enterprise reduces
complexity in the cloud or on premises. Gemini Data was founded and built by experts from Splunk, ArcSight, and AppDynamics that understand the
importance of building awareness across the enterprise. Find more information at geminidata.com or follow us on Twitter @geminidataco.
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